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ABSTRACT

Only two tumor suppressor gene loci, one on 3p25 and the MENI gene
on Ilql3, have thus far been implicated in the pathogenesis of sporadic
human pancreatic endocrine tumors (PETs). A genome-wide allelotyping

study of 28 human PETs was undertaken to identify other potential tumor
suppressor gene loci. In addition to those on chromosomes 3p and llq,
frequent allelic deletions were identified on 3q (32%), lip (36%), 16p
(36%), and 22q (29%). Finer deletion mapping studies localized the
smallest regions of common deletion to 3q27, Ilpl3, and 16pl2.3-13.11.

Potential candidate genes at these loci include WTl (Ilpl3), TSC2 (16pl3),
and \/ _'(22ql2), but no known tumor suppressor gene localizes to 3q27.

The mean fractional allelic loss among these human PETs is 0.126, and no
correlation was observed between allelic loss and clinical parameters,
including age, sex, hormonal subtype, and disease stage. These findings
highlight novel locations of tumor suppressor gene loci that contribute to
the pathogenesis of human PETs, and several of these on 3p, 3q, and 22q
are syntenic with loci on mouse chromosomes 9 and 16 that are implicated
in a murine transgenic model of PETs.

INTRODUCTION

PETs4 arise from the endocrine precursor cells of the pancreatic

ducts and are identified in as many as 1.5% of unselected autopsy
cases (1). The clinical behavior of these tumors is distinctive because
the tumors may overproduce a variety of biologically active hor
mones, such as insulin, gastrin, and glucagon. The underlying molec
ular pathogenesis of PETs. however, is poorly understood. This is in
sharp contrast to our understanding of pancreatic adenocarcinomas, in
which mutations of the K-ra.v oncogene and the TP53, INK4A, and
DPC4 tumor suppressor genes are frequently identified (2-5). Previ
ous studies of the K-ra.v and TP53 genes have failed to implicate a role
for these two genes in the pathogenesis of PETs (6-8). The genetic

defects that have been most frequently identified in sporadic human
PETs include allelic deletions of the MENI gene locus (9-12). So
matic MEN! mutations were also identified in 16-42% of these cases

with allelic loss (10, 12), solidifying a pathogenic role for MENI. A
region on chromosome 3p25 was recently found to be the site of
frequent allelic deletion (33%) in human PETs, suggesting the in
volvement of a novel tumor suppressor gene at this locus, that is
important for tumor pathogenesis (13).

Because nonrundom allelic deletions often indicate the position of
critical tumor suppressor genes and because the inactivation of mul
tiple tumor suppressor genes is typically required for tumor develop-
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ment, we initiated a genome-wide allelotyping study to identify ad

ditional tumor suppressor gene loci that may play a pathogenic role in
pancreatic endocrine tumorigenesis. Highly polymorphic microsatel
lite markers were used to identify regions of allelic loss on all
autosomes. Similar genome-wide allelotyping studies have previously

been performed on PETs that develop in transgenic mice expressing
the SV40 large T-antigen under the control of the insulin promoter,

and two loci on murine chromosomes 9 and 16 were frequently
deleted ( 14). The syntenic human regions are on chromosomes 3p, 3q,
6q, 15q. and 22q (15), and it is important to examine these candidate
loci in human PETs. Thus, we have performed a comprehensive
allelotype of human PETs and have correlated these findings with
allelotyping data from a transgenic mouse model of PETs.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Tumor Samples. Twenty-eight surgically resected PET samples were col

lected immediately postoperation. along with paired normal peripheral blood
leukocytes from 28 patients. All samples were snap-frozen and stored at
â€”¿�80Â°C.Genomic DNA was isolated from tumor and normal tissue using

standard techniques of proteinase K digestion and phenol/chloroform extrac
tions (16). The tumors were classified as functional or nonfunctional on the
basis of their clinical presentation and/or serum hormone levels. The tumors
were all sporadic and not associated with the inherited multiple endocrine
neoplasia type I or von Hippel-Lindau syndromes. All samples were collected

in accordance with the regulations of the institutional review board on human
studies.

Analyses of Allelic Loss. Thirty-nine polymorphic microsatellite markers

derived from the nonacrocentric arms of all 22 autosomes were selected. Fifty
to 1(K) ng of tumor and normal control genomic DNA were PCR-amplified
with 32P-end-labeled primers under the conditions described previously (17).

The products were separated on denaturing polyacrylamide-formamide gels,

and autoradiography was performed. PCRs were repeated to confirm all tumor
samples demonstrating LOH. Additional markers were analyzed at those
chromosomal loci with frequent LOH (3q, 11p, 16p, and 22q). Southern
blotting was performed to confirm allelic loss at selected loci, as described
previously (18). BtimHl digests of 7.5 /Â¿gof genomic DNA were probed with
a 32P random-primed insulin gene fragment (American Type Culture Collec

tion) to confirm allelic loss on chromosome 1Ip. Allelic loss was scored as
described previously (19).

Statistical Analysis. Correlations between allelic loss and clinical features
were analyzed using the )f test. P < 0.05 was considered statistically signif
icant.

RESULTS

Patient and Tumor Characteristics. Twenty-eight samples were

collected from 28 patients with surgically resected endocrine tumors
of the pancreas. There were 11 males and 17 females. At the time of
surgical resection, the mean age of the men was 57.3 years (Â± 15.2
years), and the mean age of the women was 55.5 years (Â±13.7 years).
Thirteen of the patients had localized disease, defined by the absence
of any extrapancreatic spread of tumor. Fourteen patients had ad
vanced disease, defined by spread of tumor to surrounding soft tissue,
lymph nodes, or the liver. One patient (case 50) had an insulinoma
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ALLELOTYPING OF HUMAN PETS

that recurred in the same pancreatic location 3 years after the initial
resection, without evidence of extrapancreatic dissemination. One
primary tumor (gastrinoma) from a patient with advanced disease was
located in the periampullary region (case 38). Of the 28 tumors, 7
were classified as nonfunctional. Among the 21 functional tumors, the
primary hormones produced were insulin (9 tumors), gastrin (7 tu
mors), serotonin (2 tumors), glucagon (1 tumor), parathyroid hor
mone-related peptide (1 tumor), and vasoactive intestinal peptide (1

tumor).
Allelic Loss on Individual Chromosomal Arms. Table 1 lists the

microsatellite markers used for the genome-wide allelotyping, in

addition to their chromosomal locations and annealing temperatures
for the PCRs. Among the 39 chromosomal arms examined, LOH was
seen on 28 arms. Representative examples of LOH at selected mic
rosatellite markers are illustrated in Fig. \A. All of the examples
illustrated are heterozygous in their control DNA and, hence, inform
ative. The deleted alÃelein the tumor sample is indicated by the
arrowhead. The frequencies of allelic loss at each chromosomal arm
are indicated in Table 1 and displayed graphically in Fig. 2. No allelic
loss was seen on 10 chromosomal arms (4p, 4q, 5q, 9p, 9q, 12p, 12q,

13q, 18p, and 19p), and the highest frequency of allelic loss among all
arms was seen on chromosome 3q (32%). The arms with the most
frequent LOH (>25%) were 3p (26%), 3q (32%), lip (30%), llq
(29%), 16p (27%), and 22q (29%). Chromosome 3p has previously
been identified as a region with frequent LOH, and the marker
analyzed in this study (D3SÃŒ263)lies within the smallest region of
common deletion on 3p25 (13). The allelic deletions observed at the
PYGM marker on llq 13 are consistent with the involvement of the
MENI gene, a pathogenetically relevant target (12). The tumor sup
pressor genes WT1, TSC2, and NF2 lie on 11p, 16p, and 22q, respec
tively, and may be potential candidates. There is no known candidate
tumor suppressor gene on 3q.

In addition to identifying loci that may harbor tumor suppressor
genes involved in tumor pathogenesis, genome-wide allelotyping

studies such as these can potentially exclude the involvement of other
candidate tumor suppressor gene loci. In particular, these studies
demonstrated infrequent LOH at the p73 locus on Ip (17%), APC
locus on 5q (0%), INK4A locus on 9p (0%), PTEN/MMAC locus on
lOq (10%), RB locus on 13q (0%), TP53 locus on 17p (8%), and
DPC4 locus on 18q (6%). Because the inactivation of tumor suppres-

Table ! Mtcrosatellile markers used for allelotype analysis and frequency of LOH al each marker

Chromosome123456789IO111213141316171819202122Additional

markers3111622LocusD1S243D1S215D2S15SD2S102D3SI263D3S1282D4S2397D4S415D5S392D5S392D6S344D6S310D7S507D7S479D8S277D8S272D9SI26D9SI46DIOS249D10S187D11S554PYGMDI2S77D12S392D13S153D14S45DI5S107D16S4I8DI6S4ÃŒ3D17S796DI7S791DI8S59DI8S46D19S2I6D19S210D20S9SD20S25D2ISI56D22S929D3S1310GLUT2D3SI262D3S1311WTIDIIS995DI

1SI324D1IS921D16S288DI6S4I2DI6S287D22S351Chromosomal

locationIp361421-232pl5-162q33-373p253q25.2-26.24pl34q32-355pl5-pter5q216p24-256q22-237p21-pter7q22-318p22-pter8q24-qter9p219q

13-2110pl5-pter10q22-24llpll.2-12Ilql312pl2-131

2q24-qter13ql414q3215q2616pl3-pter16q24-qter17pl317ql2-2118pll-pter18ql2.2-21.119pl3-pter19ql3-qter20pl3-pter20ql3.321q22.322ql

1-13.13ql3.l-13.23q26.2-273q273q28-29Ilpl3Ilpl3Ilpl4llplS.l16pl

1.2-12.116pl2.316pl3.1122qll.2Annealing

temperature(Â°C)606058536058605855605858555355585558605558635360585358585860585860555855585855585858585550555560575858LOH/informativecases3/1867262/153/227/278/250/190/251/260/104/205/251/221/224/212/200/160/193/192/208/278/280/210/180/231/224/226/223/212/251/240/241/180/222/242/221/214/216/214/174/228/245/235/169/268/263/161/85/187/217/24%ofLOH17231314263200402020551910001610302900051827148406(I8i51929241833223135311913283329
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Chromosome:

Case*:3q41445516p 4022q 35

Fig. l. Representative examples of tumor samples with
allelic loss using (Ai microsatellite analysis on chromo
somal arms 3q (D3S1282}. I Ip (O1ISS54). I Iq (PYCM).
I6p (D16S4IKÃŒ.and 22q (D22S351ÃŒand (fi) Southern blot
analysis with a chromosome 11p insulin probe. Lanes T.
tumor sample; Limes M paired normal tissue. All cases
illustrated are heterozygous (informative). Arrowheads.
positions of (he deleted Ã¡ltele.

N T N T N T N T N T

B
Case #: 41 32

N T N T
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sor genes typically involves a large deletion encompassing one of the
two alÃeles,these findings suggest that these loci are unlikely to play
an important role in the pathogenesis of human PETs.

Finer Deletion Mapping Studies. Additional markers were se
lected on the chromosomal arms with the most frequent LOH (3q,
I Ip, I6p. and 22q) to better characterize their patterns of allelic loss
and to determine the smallest common region of deletion that may
encompass a tumor suppressor gene involved in tumor pathogenesis.
These markers are listed in Table 1. On chromosome 3q, one addi
tional tumor (case 40) was found to have loss of alÃeles;thus, among
all 28 tumors, 9 demonstrated LOH (32%). The deletion map for the
9 tumors with LOH on chromosome 3q is illustrated in Fig. 3A. A

common region of deletion was centered at marker D3S1262 on 3q27.
This marker is near a potential tumor suppressor gene locus identified
in osteosarcomas between 3q26.2 and 3q27 (20). In case 33. the LOH
at D3S1282 appears to be part of a larger contiguous deletion encom
passing all of 3p and extending into the centromeric region of 3q (data
not shown).

On chromosome lip, one potential candidate tumor suppressor
gene locus is the WT1 gene, at Ilpl3. Two additional tumors were
identified with LOH on lip (cases 53 and 61), raising the total
percentage of tumors with LOH on lip to 36% (10/28). Fig. 3ÃŸ
identifies the smallest common region of deletion at the marker
D1Ã•S995 on Ilpl3. On the basis of this mapping data, it is not

Fig. 2. Frequency of LOH on each chromosomal arm. â€¢¿�the short
arms (p); D, long arms (q). The arms with the highest rate of LOH
were 3p, 3q. I Ip. 1Iq. I6p. and 22q. The frequencies of LOH on arms
3q (32%). lip (36%), and I6p (36%) represent those obtained after
analysis with multiple markers.
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Fig. 3. Deletion maps of chromosomal arms 3q (A), 1Ip (B), 16p (C), and 22q (DÃ¬.Left, markers used and their chromosomal positions. Tup, case numbers. Â».regions of common

deletion. D. heterozygous without LOH; â€¢¿�heterozygous with LOH; â€”¿�. uninformalive.

possible to exclude WT1 as a potential candidate for involvement. Of
note, a variable number tandem repeat polymorphism in the hyper-
variable region of the 5' flank of the insulin gene on chromosome

Ilpl5.5 (21) was analyzed using Southern blotting. Two samples
were polymorphic (informative) at the insulin gene locus, and both
demonstrated allelic deletions (Fig. IÃŸ).These confirmatory findings
using independent methodology suggest that the allelic imbalances
identified by this PCR-based analysis of microsatellites do represent

true allelic loss.
Four additional tumors were identified with LOH on 16p (cases 35,

43, 44, and 59). Among all 28 tumors, 10 demonstrated LOH on 16p
(36%), and the smallest common region of deletion is centered be
tween the markers DÃŒ6S287and D16S412 (Fig. 3Q, near the TSC2
gene on 16pl3.3 (22). Finally, one additional marker was examined
on 22q, and the composite deletion map is illustrated in Fig. 3D. All
informative markers showed LOH, implying that there may be mono-

somy for chromosome 22.
Markers on both arms of chromosomes 3 and 11 appeared to be

deleted in a parallel manner. Specifically, all seven tumors with allelic
deletions at one or more loci on 3p also had allelic loss at one or more
loci on 3q, and among the two remaining tumors with LOH on 3q, one
had retained alÃeleson 3p and the other was uninformative on 3p.
Overall, five of the nine cases with LOH on either 3p or 3q did not
have any retained markers on either arm, suggesting monosomy (cases
32, 41, 46, 54, and 61). The remaining four cases had discrete regions
of allelic loss on both arms of chromosome 3, raising the possibility
of two distinct tumor suppressor gene loci on the two arms. Similarly,
seven tumors had LOH on both 1Ip and 1Iq. Three tumors with LOH
on 1Ip had retained alÃeleson 1Iq, and one tumor with LOH on 1Iq
had retained alÃeleson lip. Six of the 11 tumors with LOH on either
1Ip or 1Iq (cases 32, 40, 41, 44, 46, and 54) did not retain any of the
tested markers on either arm, again suggesting monosomy. One case
(case 50) had a complicated pattern of discontinuous loss on both
arms of chromosome 11. Again, these data are consistent with the
coexistence of two tumor suppressor gene loci on both arms of
chromosome 11, which are important for the pathogenesis of human
PETs.

FAL. Fifteen tumors did not show evidence of allelic loss on any
chromosomal arm tested, and the remaining 13 demonstrated allelic
loss on at least one chromosomal arm. The FAL for each tumor,
defined as the number of chromosomal arms on which loss was
observed divided by the total number of informative arms, is shown in
Table 2. The values ranged from 0.00 to a high of 0.63, and are
displayed graphically in Fig. 4. The mean FAL was 0.126. This mean
value is relatively low and is comparable to the mean FAL seen in a
group of benign parathyroid adenomas (0.087; Ref. 17). In contrast,
pancreatic adenocarcinomas have a mean FAL of 0.36 (23). There
was no correlation between FAL and patient age, sex, hormonal
subtype, or tumor stage. The subgroup of patients with the worst
prognosis was the group with hepatic mÃ©tastases,and among these
cases, no correlation was observed with FAL. Interestingly, many
benign tumors had high FAL indices (case 46 = 0.42, case 54 = 0.45,
and case 61 = 0.47). Follow-up of these patients (19, 12, and 7

months after the resection of these three tumors, respectively) was
consistent with a benign nature of these tumors because there was no
evidence of recurrent or metastatic disease.

DISCUSSION

We have performed a comprehensive allelotyping survey of human
PETs with the goal of identifying tumor suppressor gene loci poten
tially involved in tumor pathogenesis. In addition to the frequent LOH
already described on 3p and llq (9, 12, 13), chromosomal arms 3q,
lip, 16p, and 22q also demonstrated frequent allelic loss. This sug
gests that additional tumor suppressor genes at these loci may play an
important role in the pathogenesis of human PETs.

Potential candidate tumor suppressor genes at these loci include
WT1 on Ilpl3, TSC2 on 16pl3, and NF2 on 22ql2. Finer deletion
mapping studies on these chromosomal arms could not exclude these
genes as potential candidates. There have been case reports linking
PETs with tuberous sclerosis (24, 25) and also Wilms' tumor (26, 27),

raising the possibility that the respective genes may be involved in the
pathogenesis of PETs. To fully characterize the role of these candidate
genes in tumor pathogenesis, analysis of the remaining alÃelefor
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Table 2 Clinical finitati, allelic deletions, and FAL of individual lumiirs

Caseno.31323335363839404142434445464748495052535455565758596061Age68627059783738544974434552625583656080326955453249406370SexMMFFFFMFMMFMFFFMFMFMKFFFMFFMHormonalsubtypeInsulinPTHrP"InsulinNonfunctionalSerotoninGastrinNonfunctionalGastrinNonfunctionalNonfunctionalNonfunctionalInsulinInsulinNonfunctionalSerotoninInsulinInsulinInsulinInsulinVIPNonfunctionalGastrinGastrinGastrinGastrinGastrinInsulinGlucagonDiseasestageBenignAdvancedBenignAdvancedBenignAdvancedAdvancedAdvancedAdvancedBenignAdvancedBenignBenignBenignAdvancedBenignBenignRecurrenceBenignAdvancedBenignBenignAdvancedAdvancedAdvancedAdvancedBenignBenignChromosomalarmsdeletedIp,

2q. 3p, 3q. 5p. 8p, lOp, lOq, lip, llq, 15q, 16p, 19q,22q3p.
3qIq.

3q. 6q. 8p. 8q. 1Ip. 21q,22qIq.

3q, lip, llq. 16p. 16q,18qIp,
Iq, 2q. 3p, 3q. 6p. 6q. 7p, 7q, lOp, lip, llq, 14q. 15q, 16p, 17p. 20p, 21q,22q22qop.

lip. llq. I7p.17qIp.

Iq. 2q, 3p. 3q, 6p, 6q, 8p. lOq. lip. 1Iq. 16p,22qlip.

llq.19qIq,

2p, 3p, 3q, 6q, 8p, 1Ip, 1Iq, I5q, 16p. 16q. 21q.22qllq,
20p-IP-

3qIq,
2p. 3p. 3q. 6p. 6q. 8q, lOp. 15q. 16p, 16q, 20q, 21q, 22qFAL0.000.500.060.300.000.000.000.250.630.030.000.170.000.420.000.000.000.110.000.000.450.070.000.000.000.000.070.47

' PTHrP. parathyroid hormone-related peptide: VIP. vasoactive intestinal peptide.

inactivating mutations would be necessary. On 1Iql3, the MEN] gene
is the likely target for at least a subset of the deletions seen. In a series
of 39 sporadic gastrinomas and insulinomas, 27 demonstrated allelic
loss of the MENI gene, and point mutations of the remaining alÃele
were identified in 9 of these 27 cases (12). Another series of 11
nonfunctional PETs and glucagonomas identified LOH at 1Iq 13 in 7
cases, and somatic mutations of MENI were identified in 3 of these 7
tumors (10). Finally, MEN! gene mutations were also identified in a
subset (6 of 43) of sporadic gastroenteropancreatic neuroendocrine
tumors (11).

The mean FAL identified in this group of tumors (0.126) is rela
tively low. The range of FAL values was quite broad, from 0 to 0.63,
and unlike other tumor types, such as thyroid cancer (28), there was
no correlation between FAL and disease stage or prognosis. It is
noteworthy that many benign lesions do have high FAL values and
that some advanced, widely metastatic lesions had FAL values of 0.

The latter could potentially be explained by small contaminating
amounts of normal cells within the tumor samples, which would
obscure true allelic losses.

A recent report suggests that the INK4A gene on chromosome 9p21
may be a frequent target of inactivation in gastrinomas and nonfunc
tional PETs. In a series of 12 cases, 5 homozygous deletions of the
INK4A gene were identified using a PCR-based assay (29). In con

trast, we did not identify any allelic deletions of chromosome 9p21 in
a larger series of PETs, which included both the gastrinoma and
nonfunctional subtypes. It is possible that our analysis missed small
deletions encompassing only the ÃŒNK4Agene. However, in other
tumor types such as melanoma and glioma in which INK4A deletions
are common, these deletions are typically large and extend into the
region containing the D9S126 marker (30-32).

A mouse carrying a rat insulin promoter-SV40 T-antigen transgene
reproducibly develops insulinomas of the pancreas (33). Genome-

0.7-

0.6^

0.5-

0.4-

Fig. 4. Distribution of FAL values for human PETs in this 0.3-
series. The range was 0-0.63, and the mean value was 0.126.

0.2-

0.1-

0 I 1 I I
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wide allelotyping as well as comparative genomic hybridization stud
ies of these murine tumors have identified two commonly deleted loci
on murine chromosomes 9 and 16 (14, 15, 34). The syntenic regions
that correspond to the murine chromosome 9 locus are on human
chromosomes 3p, 3q, 6q, and 15q, and the syntenic regions that
correspond to the murine chromosome 16 locus are on human chro
mosomes 3q and 22q (15). Our study has identified 3p. 3q, and 22q as
commonly deleted loci in human PETs, suggesting a compelling
correlation between the underlying molecular mechanisms of both
these murine and human PETs. The murine model may, thus, use
some of the same molecular genetic pathways as the human tumors,
and key tumor suppressor genes that may be involved in tumorigen-

esis of both species may be localized to human chromosomes 3p, 3q,
and 22q. 22q is the location of the human NF2 tumor suppressor gene;
the mouse nfl gene, however, is not on chromosome 16 but, rather, is
on chromosome 11 (35). This makes the NF2 gene a less likely target
of the allelic deletions on 22q. No good candidates exist on human
chromosomes 3p and 3q, and potentially novel tumor suppressor
genes located there may play a critical role in tumor development.
Approaches aimed at positionally cloning the target tumor suppressor
genes in the mouse could potentially provide an alternate strategy to
identifying the relevant human homologues.

In summary, we have performed a comprehensive genome-wide al

lelotyping survey of human PETs and have identified important loci on
chromosomes 3p, 3q, lip, llq, 16p, and 22q that may harbor novel
tumor suppressor genes that are important in the pathogenesis of not only
PETs but also other human malignancies. Some of these genes may also
participate in the pathogenesis of a murine transgenic model of PETs,
suggesting the relevance of this particular model to human tumorigenesis.

Note Added in Proof

A recent analysis of 12 human insulinomas using selected loci syntenic with
the above-indicated regions of murine LOH also identified frequent allelic

deletions on chromosome 3p [Nikiforova. M. N., Nikiforov. Y. E.. Biddinger.
P., Grosembacher, L. A., Fagin, J. A., and Cohen, R. M Frequent loss of
heterozygosity (LOH) at chromosome 3pl4.2-3p21 in human insulinomas.

Diabetes, 47 (Suppl. 1): A0680, 1998].
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